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It has been known for nmany years that the posture of the body has an
influenice on pulmonary capacity. More than 25 years ago Bohr (3) andl
Plesch (10) found that the residual air increases in the recumbent l)ositioll.
Christie and Beams (6) in 1922 observed a reduction of 5.5 per cent in
the vital capacity in the latter positioIn, and Wilson (11) a few years later,
demonstrated that this is brought about by a marked reduction in the re-
serve air. Binger and Brow (2) in 1924 found a considerable clecrease
in the functional residual air (mid capacity) with subjects flat in bed. The
average reduction in nine cases was 0.80 liters. In recent years Anthony
(1) reportedI practically no change in the volume of residlual air depending
on different positions of the body, but confirmed the previous findlinig that
there is marked reduction in the reserve air in the recumnbent positioIn ancl
pointed out that the volume of complementary air changes in the opposite
direction; it increases on assuminig this position. Calhoun, Cullen and
Ilarrison et al. (5) in 1931 founid similar influenices due to the position
of the body on the pulmonary capacity.

\e have shown in a previous paper (8) that there is a definite correla-
tion between the total capacity and its sulbdivisions andl the size of the
chest cavity. It will be interestinig, therefore, to discover whether clhanges
in position are also accompanied by similar and(I proportional alterations in
size and expansion of the chest. Hamiltoni and -Morgan (7), in a recent
communicatioln, reported that in five normiial subjects there was nio chanlge
in the volume of resi(lual air in the recumbent position, but they observed
a moderate (lecrease in the vital cap)acity, an(l consequenitly a corresponding
dimintution in the total capacity when lying was compared with the sitting
l)osture. These investigators, nmeasuring the lateral anid anteroposterior
(liameters of the chest, founid a mlo(lerate increase wheni the subjects were
recuml)ent, but faile(d to find consistelnt chaniges in the level of the dia-
plhragm. Froml their observations they concluded that the chest cavity was

larger when the body is recumbent and that the redluction in total volume
Travelling Fellow of the Rockefeller Foundationi.
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and vital capacity in this posture possibly is b)rought about by accumulation
of bllood in the pulmonary circuit.

There is evidence in the literature to show that whein recumbent there
is dliminution in the size of the cavity of the chest. IBriscoe (4), froiii
careful observations, conicludeed that in this positioln there is a considerable
reduction, and that this is affected chiefly by an elevation of the diaphragm,
while the lateral and anteroposterior diameters of the chest show very
slight increase. Livingstoine (9) in 1928 reported that in normal indi-
viduals the capacity of the chest is least in the supine posture, andl that this
correspond(ls with a higher level of the (liaphragm and with practically no
chanige in the diameters of the thorax.

To studly this matter further, we have malde observations of 10 healthy
males (average age 23 years) regar(Iing the influence of posture on the
capacity of the lungs andl the size andl exl)ansion of the chest. The (leter-
minatiolns of pulmonary capacity in the sitting and recumbent positiolns
were ma(le with a few minutes' interval. Radiographs of the chest were
obtaine(d at nmaximum anid at normal expiration and inspiration. The
methods and( techniique emp)loyed in these observations, and the (lifferelnt
measurements obtained from the radiographs, have already been described
(8).

CHANGESIN PUL'MONARYCAPACITY WITH BODY POSTURE

The variations found(l (Table I) are interestilng ancd, in general, agree
with the work of previous investigators. WVhen subjects assume the re-
cumbent position there is, as comparedl with the sittinlg posture, a moderate
reduction in the total capacity, vital capacity, and residual air (the average
diminutionis are 9.0, 6.6, and 14.5 per cent respectively), with more marked
changes in the reserve air and mid capacity (28.2 and 41.7 per cent). The
onily volumiie which shows an alteration in the opposite direction is the comll-
plementary air. Its increase (11.1 per cent) is, however, proportiolnally
lower than the decrease in the reserve air, so that the vital capacity is never-
theless reduced.

In the course of our investigationi we also determine(d the vital capacity
of 32 healthy males in the erect andl lying positions. The results of these
observations closely agree with the corresponding changes founld in the tenl
cases. The average vital capacity in the erect posture was 5.06 liters, while
in the lying position it was 4.77 liters, a (lifference of 0.29 liters, a reduction
of 5.7 per cent.

The alterations in the absolute values of some of the subdivisions, on
assuming the recumbent posture, are of course reflectedl in their relative
values, because the total volume is proportionally less altered. There are
very slight changes in the ratios: (Vital capacity/Total volume) andl
(Residual air/Total volume), but on the other hand, there are marked
reductions in the ratios of reserve air and mid capacity to the total volume.
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TABLE I

Changes in pulmonary capacity according to posture (mean of 10 observations)

Means
Determinations Variation

Sitting Lying

liters liters per cent liters
Total pulmonary capacity .................. 6.64±-0.18 6.04 ±0.19* -9.0 0.60
Vital capacity ............... ............. 4.994+0.12 4.66±-0.14 -6.6 0.33
Complementary air ........ ............... 3.32 40.10 3.69 ±0.12 +11.1 0.37
Reserve air ............................... 1.68 ±0.07 0.98 +0.06 -41.7 0.70
Mid capacity ............................. 3.33 40.14 2.39 ±0.11 -28.2 0.94
Residual air .............................. 1.65±0.10 1.41 ±L0.09 -14.5 0.24

Ratios per cent per cent

Vital capacity/Total volume ................ 75.4 ±1.17 76.9 ±1.01 +1.9
Complementary/Total volume ...... ........ 49.6±4-1.15 60.8 ±0.96 + 22.5
Reserve/Total volume ........ ............. 25.3 ±0.83 16.2 ±0.96 -35.9
Mid capacity/Total volume ................ 49.9±1.15 39.2±0.95 -21.4
Residual/Total volume ....... ............. 24.5 i 1.06 23.0 ± 1.13 -6.1

Complementary/Vital capacity ..... ........ 64.8±4-1.95 78.8 ± 1.19 +21.5
Reserve/Vital capacity ..................... 33.5±4-1.06 21.0 i 1.12 -37.3
Mid capacity/Vital capacity ................ 66.7 ±2.47 51.3 ± 1.78 -23.0
Residual/Vital capacity ....... ............. 33.1±-2.05 30.4 i 1.85 -8.1

* Probable error.

The complementary air increases and therefore its ratio is increased. The
complementary air makes up a bigger part of the vital capacity and the
reserve air, the other component, is correspondingly reduced.

The changes just mentioned in the absolute and relative values of the
pulmonary capacity and its subdivisions, according to posture, indicate the
necessity of making all determinations under similar and standard condi-
tions to permit proper comparison. This fact has often been overlooked
in the past.

INFLUENCE OF POSTUREONSIZE ANDEXPANSIONOF THE CHEST

The different measurements obtained from the radiological films taken
in the sitting and recumbent postures, are summarized in Table II. Con-
sidering first the changes occurring in the size of the chest, it will be noted
that when recumbent the level of the diaphragm is distinctly higher, and
that this is more marked at mid capacity (after a normal expiration). It
is also higher at maximum expiration and inspiration but to a much smaller
degree. The actual measurements of the height of the right and left sides
of the diaphragm show that at mid capacity they are 5.6 and 4.1 cm. higher
than in the sitting position. The higher level attained is slightly more
marked in the right diaphragm.
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It is interesting to see that the lateral diameter of the chest shows a
very slight change, less than one centimeter, when the posture is varied
from sitting to recumbency. We have not measured the anteroposterior
diameter, but from other investigations already cited, it probablv shows no
change.

The size of the areas of lung fields shows similar alterations. At mid
capacity it is reduced 22.4 per cent. At maximum expiration and inspira-
tion the areas are slightly smaller, although the decrease is only 7.0 and
4.7 per cent respectively.

From these observations it appears that the alterations in the size of
the chest are of similar character to the variations in pulmonary capacity.
Wehave seen that the volume of mid capacity is most markedly reduced
(as compared with the total volume and residual air) and that similar
alteration occurs in the radiological area of the lungs at this respiratory
position. Wehave found that the decrease in pulmonary capacity is some-
what more marked, however, than the changes in the radiological area of
the lungs. The total volume is reduced 9.0 per cent, while the area at
full inspiration is only 7.0 per cent smaller. The mid capacity decreases
28.2 per cent, while the corresponding area shows a reduction of 22.4
per cent, and finally the residual air decreases 14.5 per cent and the area
at maximum expiration has diminished only 4.7 per cent in size. Does
this mean that part of the alveolar space is encroached upon by the in-
creased size of the capillary bed? This explanation may be correct, as
has often been suggested, but it is worth emphasizing that we have not
found a marked discrepancy between the changes in pulmonary capacity
and chest size.

Comparison of the expansion of the chest in the sitting and recumbent
positions is interesting. We will consider first the diaphragmatic excur-
sion. While recumbent there is a very slight increase in the maximum
excursion but the difference is less than a centimeter. The movement of
the diaphragm during the determination of the reserve air is much de-
creased. This is evident on both sides, although slightly more on the right.
While sitting, the " reserve " excursion of the right diaphragm is 5.0 cm.
and of the left 3.0 cm., and it decreases to 0.7 and 1.0 respectively in re-
cumbency. On the other hand, the "complemental" diaphragmatic ex-
cursion (during a forced inspiration starting from the mid capacity) shows
a very striking increase in recumbency.

The measurements of the areas of the lungs on a radiograph at different
respiratory positions (at maximum expiration and inspiration, and after
a normal expiration and inspiration) indicate the changes in the size of
these areas during the determination of the several subdivisions of the
total volume (vital capacity, reserve air, complementary and tidal air). By
comparing these differences in area in the sitting and recumbent positions
we find that in the latter posture there is relatively a small variation in
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the areas, COrrespwid)nlin- to the Vital Cll)aCity and(I ti(lal air, wh-lile tlher-c is
Considlerablle (lillliullti(oi ill the arca COrresl))11( i lilig to the reserve air, atn(l

a markedl in-Crease iil tIN area Corresp)o1(ling- to the conplementarY air.

The alteratio in all-cradv demonstrated in ctai of tIle ln)II a(l- ca--
Pacitv suib)(livisi(Ins. When the recumb1)ent l)ositioll is a+ 1 ted, are acC( iI-
pan1ie(I bV SIlkLjatr a11ld )arallel Chan."ges ill Clhest expalausi in. It thlius ap)p tears
that the increase in coipll)lemlentary air an1(l the decrease ill the reserve air-

-e r-clated to Icm)respsl Iill-lilig variations iii the (lco-ice otf chiest explainsion.
ill rectinileli)cc thierc is a slight reducti ii in the ra(lio \rea at ax-

initnli explrtiOlat \mArea at n]1aximi-lill inlsl)liratio(n)l) X 100, a1lthmlog-h the (lif-
fcr-llce is VerV s11idl.

Thlec relatiiil of I)osture to corresp)ond(iing changes in Ipunlimonary capacitv
andl sizc andl expIa)nsiim o)f the chiest, as indicatec( 1) thle areas o-f tlle pro-
jectii ()of the hlinn , may lie clearly appreciatel fr -()11 a stuly ()f Figure 1.

Fi. 1. (iiANEI IN PCiLMON \ \I'(AI \I \AN. SIi OF llTHE (CHESI \\WITH

I'0S' 1 (1 V(RIRF\(I' R'oM 10( ()S1', 'V xi IONS )
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SUMMARYAND CONCLUSIONS

The effects of posture upon pulmonary cal)acity anid the size and ex-
panslion of the chest have been observed in 10 healthy males by comparilng
measuremenits miiade in the recumbent alnd sittinlg postures.

It has beeni found that wheni recumbenit there are slight decreases in
the total volume, the vital calpacity, and the residual air, but the reserve
air decreases markedly. Oln the other hanid, there is a marked increase
in the volume of the complemenitary air.

Similar anid parallel decreases, although proportionially less markedI have
l)een demonstrated to occur in the size of the chest. This (liminution is
miiost marked at mlid capacity and(I it is caused by anl upward displacemenit
of the diaphragm.

An analysis of the expanision- of the chest in both sitting and recumbent
positions shows also parallel chaniges. In the latter posture, the dia-
phragmatic excursioni and(I the change ill the area of the projectioni of the
iUlngs corresponidinig to the reserve air are considerably reduced, while the
reverse is true in relation to the complementary air.

These observations furnish additional data regarding the close correla-
tioni existing between the ptulmiioniary capacity anid the size andl expanision
of the chest anid inidicate the niecessity for adopting a stanidard posture
wxlheni investigationis of this lnature are made.
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